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In order to improve the knowledge of dielectric properties of insulators, we have imagined an
original method of characterization of the charge buildup. Electrons of an electron beam are
implanted through a metallic ball directly in contact with the insulator in a scanning electron
microscope. By calculating and modeling the capacitance and the electrostatic force between the
ball and the insulator plane, it has been possible to determine the relationship between the injected
charges in the metallic ball and its surface potential. The major role of the dielectric thickness has
been evidenced when the insulator is placed on a grounded metallic plane. At high potential values,
a dielectric breakdown of the medium surrounding the sphere occurs and electrical charges are
transferred from the ball to the dielectric sample. This transfer has been evidenced and quantified in
the case of sapphire and quartz. Analytical calculations and numerical simulations using the
finite-element method have been performed for interpreting these experimental results. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1522477#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical insulators are materials of very high industr
importance. On the one hand, a typical hazardous situatio
the electronics, spacecraft, or polymer industry is that o
charged object getting in touch with a semiconductor or
insulator.1–3 This situation leads sometimes to breakdo
and ~or! charge transfer occurring between the two bodi
inducing electrostatic damages4 or contact electrification and
triboelectrification.5,6 The conditions and mechanisms of th
charge transfer are not very well known.

On the other hand, it is now well known that macr
scopic ~electrical, mechanical, etc.! properties of insulators
are directly related to the buildup of space charge and
charging ability of the dielectric.7,8 Many characterization
techniques are currently used to study the charge trappin
defects.9 One of them is known as the ‘‘scanning electr
microscope mirror’’~SEMM! method.10–12 During the first
step of the SEMM experiments, high energetic electrons~30
keV! are injected in the insulator, leading to a possible d
turbance of the studied sample. To minimize this disturba
and its influence on the characterization of the trapping a
ity of the material, we have imagined reducing the kine
energy of the incoming electrons.

Because of both previous interests, we have caref
examined the following problem: What happens if electro
issued from an electron beam of a scanning electron mi
scope~SEM! are injected through a metallic ball placed
contact with an insulator? Indeed, this experimental confi

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed at: LPMI/CU
BP1155, 64013 PAU Cedex, France; electronic ma
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ration allows injection by contact of electrons with small
kinetic energy as in direct SEMM. Moreover, it can simula
what happens in real cases where charges can be injecte
contact between metal~electrode! and an insulating materia
or by triboelectrification. Finally, the system ‘‘dielectri
plane-metallic sphere,’’ which is currently considered in t
field of electrostatic risks, is of great importance.13

This article is focused on the interpretation of the resu
obtained during the electron injection in this experimen
arrangement. The experimental system is described in
II. Section III specifies the analytical calculations in the a
proximation of a semi-infinite plane of dielectric, and th
finite-element method simulation in a more realistic config
ration. Section IV develops the confrontation of calculati
and experimental results. The strong influence of
grounded metallic plane situated under the insulator has b
evidenced, thanks to the variation of the capacitance m
sured with the insulator thickness. Otherwise, the strikin
contribution of the electrostatic force to the mechanical eq
librium of the sphere on the plane, when the system is tilt
has been reported. At a high surface potential of the meta
ball, a slope break of the curve relating the surface poten
with the injected charge can be explained either by a die
trical breakdown due to the electric field exceeding the
electric strength of the medium3 ~in our case, secondar
vacuum!, or by a transfer of electrical charges between
metallic ball and the insulator. An effective transfer of ele
trons between the metal and the dielectrical plane has b
evidenced when the potential of the ball is strong enou
however, the breakdown electric discharge of the medi
can be the way of this charge transfer. These points will
discussed in Sec. V.

S,
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental configuration

As shown in Fig. 1~a!, approximate~metallic! sphere–
plane~insulator! geometry has been chosen. More precise
the metallic ball, with a radius of about 1.74 mm, had a pla
part for easier manipulation, and the dielectric sample wa
parallelepipedal one. The width and length of the dielec
parallelepiped were about 20 mm and the thickness was
ied between 1 mm and 5 mm for the experiments. T
sphere-parallelepiped system was put on a metallic pla
connected to the ground like the SEM chamber. It is poss
to tilt the system in the aim of mechanical equilibrium me
sure@Fig. 1~b!#.

B. Materials

The tested insulators included very pure monocrystal
aluminas~sapphires! and, for comparison with the analytica
and numerical calculations in the function of the dielect
constant values, quartz monocrystal, oriented along the
ezoelectric axis. The sapphires were annealed at 1700 °
air during 24 h to control their ability to trap charges.14 The
sphere was a ball of AI52100 steel. Before the tests,
metallic ball was cleaned in solvent, then the insulat
sample and the ball were annealed together, in a vacuum
the SEM chamber to minimize the superficial contaminati

The secondary-electron emission ratio for the meta
ball ~measured in preliminary experiment! was about 36%
for an incident energy of 30 keV of the primary-electro
beam. During all of the experiments, the maximum va
reached by the surface potential of the ball was about 9 k
It was corresponding to a minimum initial kinetic energy

FIG. 1. Experimental system:~a! Experimental modification of the SEMM
method for the injection through a metallic ball.~b! Tilt of the sample for
mechanical evaluation of the electrostatic force.
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the incident electrons of about 21 keV. So, for the ran
~30–20 keV! of primary energy obtained during the injectio
in the metallic sphere the secondary-electron emission ca
considered as constant.15

C. Measure of the surface potential
of the metallic sphere

In the original SEMM Method, the insulating sample
directly irradiated with the electron beam of the SEM at
high voltage~30 kV!. During the high-voltage irradiation, a
well known quantity of charges is implanted and trapped
the dielectric, leading to an electrical field in the vacuu
chamber of the SEM. If the sample is observed later, wit
lower-energy electron beam~100 to 3000 eV!, the electrical
field can be strong enough to deflect the electrons in
same manner as a convex mirror does with light. As a c
sequence, a ‘‘mirror’’ image is given on the screen that d
plays a distorted view of the SEM chamber. The amount
trapped charge can be evaluated from the geometrical c
acteristics of the mirror image by using an electrosta
law.10–12 In this particular case~no leakage current, stron
trapping, etc.!, the trapped charge can also be evaluated
measuring the ground current, due to the influence cha
effect.16

In the sphere–plane system, a similar procedure is u
to evaluate the surface potentialVs of the metallic sphere
after injection. Due to the insulator presence under the m
tallic ball, charges injected in the sphere are blocked. T
observation at low voltage of the ball leads also to the
servation of a ‘‘mirror effect.’’ At the beginning of the obse
vation of the mirror, the accelerating potentialVa of the elec-
trons, is smaller than the surface potential of the meta
sphere. All the electrons of the lecture beam are deviated
the equipotential, following the Rutherford scattering law10

so that trajectories of the electrons are deflected depen
on their incident angle, and they can be backscattered to
upper pieces of the SEM chamber, leading to the mirror
age. This experiment is repeated with increasing values
the accelerating potentialVa , until the beam has reached th
ball surface forVa5Vs . Experimentally, for this value of
Va , the mirror image abruptly lost its standard shape. In
following, the value of the surface potential of the sphe
after injection is experimentally determined thanks to t
appearance of this loss of shape, it will be notedVls .

D. Important remark

It is important to note that each point of the experimen
curves corresponds to a complete experiment. Charges
always been injected in one go. The results have been c
pletely different in the case of multiple successive injectio
but they will not be presented in this article.

III. MODELIZATION

For a better understanding of the experimental resu
the analytical calculation of the simplified system of a m
tallic sphere lying on an infinite dielectric plane will be co
sidered. However, it has been found that the accuracy of
approximation is only sufficient for a very thick dielectric
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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sample. For a thinner insulator, the presence of the groun
metallic plane has a major influence, which has been
denced with the finite-element model because of too co
plex analytical ones.

A. Analytical model

For the analytical calculation, we have supposed that
dielectric slab is thick and wide enough to be regarded a
semi-infinite plane of the insulator. The analytical calculati
did not take into account the contribution of the metal
plane placed under the dielectric, so it was used as a va
tion of the numerical calculation in the case of a very th
insulating sample. It has been also useful for understand
the experimental results for high quantities of inject
charge, when charges are supposed to be transferred from
metallic ball to the dielectric.

The sphere–plane system has been studied by Duran
the case of a metallic ball and metallic plane at a distanceh,
a long time ago.17 However, in the case of contact between
sphere and a dielectric plane, it has not been possibl
directly use his expression. Similar to the recent work
Bacchetta in the case of the interaction of a metallic ball w
a dielectric plane but with no contact, and similar to t
calculations of Durand, we have solved the problem o
metallic sphere in contact with a dielectric plane by us
two infinite series of ‘‘image charges.’’18,19 Details of the
calculation are given in Appendixes A and B.

So, it has been possible to establish the relation betw
the total charge injected in the sphere,Qtotal, and its surface
potentialVls in the presence of the dielectric plane. Becau
of the experimental results~see Sec. IV!, two cases have
been considered:first, it was supposed that there was n
charge implanted in the dielectric, all the injected chargesQi

staying in the metallic sphere (Qtotal5Qi), second, a part of
the total charge was supposed to be reemitted (Qtotal

2Qreemitted5Qi) and a part of this reemitted charge was su
posed to be introduced in the insulator. This implan
charge in the dielectric is assumed to be a single chargeQt

~for trapped charge!, placed just under the contact area.
In the first case, the relation between the injected cha

Qi in the metallic sphere and its surface potential was

VS52
1

4pe0R

A

ln~12A!
Qi , ~1!

with A5(e r21)/(e r11), e r is the dielectric constant of th
insulator, andR is the radius of the sphere. In this case, th
is an attractive electrostatic force between the metallic sph
and the insulator plane, due to the attraction between ‘‘
age’’ charges, it can be expressed by:

F5
1

4pe0R2 S A

ln~12A! D
2

Qi
2Ke , ~2!

whereKe is a constant that depends only on the dielec
constant of the insulator~see Appendix A!. For example, for
a sapphire (e r510), we have obtainedKe54.69, for quartz
(e r54.3), Ke50.91.

In the second case, the chargeQt implanted in the insu-
lator was supposed to be a single-point one and to be pla
at a distancedt under the center of the contact area. In t
Downloaded 18 Apr 2007 to 156.18.32.245. Redistribution subject to AIP
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case of very high energetic electrons, the Monte Carlo sim
lation and the experimental results have shown that the p
etration distance of electrons in the dielectrics was less t
1 mm.20 So, for the less energetic electrons of this expe
ment, it has been supposed that the implantation distancdt

of the charges in the insulator was smaller than the radiu
the metallic sphereR, dt!R. Equation~3! gives the expres-
sion of the surface potential of the metallic sphere in
presence of the injected chargeQi staying in the sphere an
the trapped chargeQt in the insulator:

Vs5
1

4pe0
S 2A

ln~12A!

Qi

R
1

2

e r11

Qt

R D . ~3!

The contribution of the chargeQt to the surface potential o
the sphere is the usual one established by Landau
Lifshitz.21 The electrostatic force follows

F5
1

4pe0R2 F S A

ln~12A! D
2

Qi
2Ke2

2

e r11
QiQtG . ~4!

In the next section, the results of the analytical calculat
will be compared with the potential values obtained by t
finite-element method, for very thick insulating parallelep
ped, and experimentally.

B. Numerical model

The effects of the presence of a metallic sphere in c
tact with an insulator sample lying on a grounded meta
plane were analyzed using a numerical model with ax
symmetry presented in Fig. 2. For the numerical calculati
a sphere of radiusR51.74 mm is put in contact thanks to
plane part ~diameter of the plane part of the sphere:d
51.56 mm) with an insulating disk of a diameterD
520 mm and of a thicknessh. The dielectric constant of the
disk is notede r , the insulator is placed on a grounded m
tallic plane, and the grounded walls of the SEM chamber
considered to stand at a distance of 100 mm~electrostatics

FIG. 2. Detail of the finite-element mesh~triangle of second order!.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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results are minimally influenced by the distance of the SE
chamber as soon as the distance is high enough, this co
tion being verified in our SEM!.

The numerical simulation was performed by solvi
electrostatic Laplace’s equation with two-dimensional fini
element package ‘‘Fissure’’ developed in CEGELY.10,22 The
potential differenceV is applied between the sphere a
ground. From the potential distribution, electric fieldE is
calculated along axis of sphere–disk–plane system. The
pacitance between the metallic sphere and insulator dis
deduced from electrostatic energy calculated on the st
domain.

IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH MODELING

Figure 3 presents the variation of the surface poten
Vls ~measured experimentally as described in Sec. II C! ver-
sus the total chargeQtotal injected in the metallic sphere~pre-
cisely known because of the adaptation of the SEM to
SEMM method!. As shown in Fig. 3, the experimental curv
of the surface potential values versus the total injec
charge in the sphere presents three parts: The first on
linear and has been attributed to an injection restricted to
sphere (Qi5Qtotal), the second one is situated just after t
slope break of the curve, and finally, the third part of t
curve is approximately linear and parallel to the first one

In Sec. IV A, the interpretation of the first part of th
curve will be done with the help of the analytical and n
merical results. A complementary measure of the injec
charge in the sphere has also been done and will be de
oped in Sec. IV B.

The second and the third parts of the curve have b
related to a charge transfer in the insulator or to a dielec
breakdown of the medium surrounding the sphere–plane
tem (Qi1Qt5Qtotal). This important point will be discusse
in Sec. V.

FIG. 3. Experimental curve of injection of electrons in a metallic sph
placed on an insulator sample.
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A. Relation between the injected charges
and the surface potential of the sphere

The first part of the curve relating the surface poten
Vls of the sphere and the total injected chargeQtotal, has
been precisely interpreted by considering that the total
jected charge was staying in the metallic ball (Qtotal5Qi).
The linear variation of the potential versus the inject
charge has been expressed in term of capacitance:Qi5C
Vls . In this case, the results of the numerical calculations
the capacitance are presented in Fig. 4 for its variation w
the sample thickness, and in Fig. 5 for its variation with t
dielectric constant.

The influence of the metallic holder just placed under
dielectric sample, is clearly evidenced in the Fig. 4. As e
pected, the simplest case of the semi-infinite dielectric pl
obtained by analytical calculation appears to be
asymptotic case in the limit of very thick insulator. Note al
the good agreement between experimental and calcula
values. The experimental values were deduced from exp

e
FIG. 4. Variation of the capacitance vs the sample thickness.

FIG. 5. Variation of the capacitance vs the dielectric constant and
sample thickness.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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ments on a sapphire sample with respective thicknesse
4.94 mm and 1 mm, and the calculations have been
formed for a dielectric constant value,e r510, which is the
commonly used average value for sapphire. Both the ana
cal and numerical calculations have revealed a depend
of the capacitance on the dielectric constant of the insula
This fact has been experimentally confirmed as shown
Fig. 5. For both thicknesses of the sample, the agreem
between experimental and simulation values is very good
sapphire (e r510). In the case of quartz (e r54.3), the agree-
ment is not so good.

B. Measure of the injected charge through
the electrostatic force

As shown in Fig. 1~b!, the plane–sphere system can
tilted, forming an anglea with the horizontal line. To evi-
dence the injected charge in the sphere~and in the dielectric
for part 3 of the curve!, the electrostatic force has bee
evaluated thanks to the measure of the limit anglea of slid-
ing and ejecting the ball on the plane. For such an angle,
conditions of the equilibrium have been calculated as wel
the sliding conditions with or without rolling. Experimen
tally, sliding has been observed first, before the ejection
the ball. The anglea of equilibrium break by sliding is ob-
tained @cf. Eq. ~5!# by writing the Newton’s law and the
relation between the normal and the tangential reac
thanks to the friction coefficientk,

sina2k cosa5
k

mg
F, ~5!

with m as the mass of the sphere,g as the gravitationa
constant, andF as the electrostatic force. Figure 6 illustrat
the variation of the anglea with the increasing quantity o
the total injected charge in the sphere. This result is proba
the most striking one in the article because it underlines
importance of the electrostatic force compared to the we
of the sphere.

The calculated values of the anglea have been correctly
fitted with the experimental values for small amounts of
jected charges, i.e., when all the charges are supposed to

FIG. 6. Variation of the limit angle versus the total injected chargeQtotal and
the quantity of charges implanted in the insulatorQt .
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in the sphere~no breakdown or transfer!. They have been
obtained by using the electrostatic force given by Eq.~2! and
the best fit has been reached fork50.25. This result of the
angle variation still confirms that all of the charges we
staying in the sphere for relatively small amounts of injec
charges. Similar to the curve relating the surface poten
with the injected charges quantities~see Fig. 3!, the limit
angle also presents an abrupt change, after a first linear
between 2000 and 6000 pC. Section V proposes explanat
for these changes.

V. DISCUSSION

The break of the characteristic curves versus the t
injected charges can be interpreted with two mechanis
confirmed by the experimental observations. In particu
the decrease of the electrostatic force, evidenced by the
crease of the limit angle~cf. Fig. 6! for the strong quantities
of injected charges, can be interpreted either by a dielec
breakdown of the medium surrounding the sphere or~and!
by injection of charges in the dielectric.

A. Breakdown of the medium

1. Observation of electrons reemission

The decreases of both electrostatic force and surface
tential of the sphere are the first signs of a decrease in
quantity of charge in the sphere. Because of the high sur
potential, it can be a release of electrons, for example by
breakdown of the medium. Another experimental obser
tion, i.e., the form of the ground current curve, confirms th
assumption. During the injection of electrons in the meta
sphere, it is possible to collect the ground current@currentI g

in Fig. 1~a!#. Considering that the leakage current is neg
gible, the ground current is principally an influence curre
created by the variation of the charge injected in the sphe
plane system. For the injection in the metallic ball, a typic
ground current curve is presented in Fig. 7~a!. It has a form

FIG. 7. Grounded current curve in the case of sapphire:~a! Total injection in
the metallic ball and~b! Sharp decrease attributed to the release of electro
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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of step, corresponding to total injection~except secondary
emission of the metal! of the charge in the metallic ball
Sometimes@cf. Fig. 7~b!#, a sharp decrease of the groun
current appears, it has soon been related to electron emis
in the chamber of the SEM.12 The burst of the ground curren
appears randomly in part 2 of the curve shown in Fig. 3,
systematically in part 3, it never appears in part 1. In t
particular arrangement, the burst of the ground current co
be interpreted as a release of the electrons, for example
cause of the breakdown of the medium.

In this case of strong trapping of charges in the sphe
the ground current curve can be used to evaluate the qua
of chargesQlimit trapped in the sphere before the bur
thanks to the following relation:Qlimit(t)5 1/l *0

t I gdt,
wherel is an influence factor depending only on the para
eters of the experiment~working distance, thickness, and d
electric constant! and t is the burst time. So, it has bee
possible to determine an average limit value of injec
charge in the sphere before the burst of the ground curren
the case of sapphire (h54.94 mm), the average limit valu
is aroundQlimit55890 pC.

2. Breakdown initiation

For high amounts of injected charges, the surface po
tial Vls of the sphere becomes higher. It can reach the va
of the breakdown voltage of the medium surrounding
sphere. Several parameters of breakdown initiation are
portant, such as the shape of the sphere, the local rough
the presence of metal–dielectric junction, and the surrou
ing medium.23 For example, Dascalescuet al.3 have shown
that the radius of the sphere influences the limit of bre
down between a metallic sphere and a grounded plane in
In our case, the medium is a high vacuum, with a press
around 1026 Torr during the experiment in the SEM. Be
cause, in such an environment, the spark formation proce
dominated by all the precedent parameters, it seems i
equate to define the breakdown strength of a high vacu
However, in that pressure range, some researchers hav
ported breakdown fields on the order of 3–5 MV/m~compa-
rable to air!. The numerical calculation for a metallic sphe
lying on a sapphire plane gives a maximum value of
electrical field at the contact between the dielectric plane
the metallic sphereEmax59873VlS . With such a relation
between the electric field and the surface potential, the bre
down of the medium, considering a dielectric strength o
MV/m will be reached forQtotal in the range of 3000 pC. I
corresponds approximately to the limit of the linear part 1
the Fig. 4.

However, it appears from a reading of the review
Farrall, that the dominant factor is the smoothness and
characteristics of the materials.23 Roughnesses of a small ra
dius curvature or metal–dielectric junction cause field c
centrations. If the radius is sufficiently small~for example, at
the part plane side! the field can be high enough for fiel
emission, which gets enough electrons out to provoke bre
down.
Downloaded 18 Apr 2007 to 156.18.32.245. Redistribution subject to AIP
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B. Injection of charges in the insulator

Even if it seems very clear that breakdown occurs
high amounts of injected charges in the sphere, another
perimental fact suggests a simultaneous injection of cha
in the dielectric plane.

1. Direct observation of electrical charges

Indeed, after the injection of charges in the metallic ba
the system has been tilted, and the angle of sliding and e
ing the metallic sphere can be measured as shown previo
Immediately after ejecting the ball, the dielectric sample h
been observed with the electron beam of the SEM and e
trical charges have been imaged. At low magnification, th
brightness has confirmed that they were electrons. Th
charges were located just in the previous position of
sphere. However, when reducing the observed area to t
electrical charges, they have also led to the occurrence
mirror image. The strong stability of the observed mirr
with the increasing accelerating potentialVa is a sign of an
injection of the charges in the bulk, under the surface.
comparison, charges generated by triboelectrification, wh
can also be observed as shiny spots, are very unstable u
the electron beam, and their corresponding mirror image c
not be focalized.

2. Localization of the charges implanted
in the dielectric

Figure 8 presents the variation of the geometrical ch
acteristic of the mirror versus the accelerating potential in
case of sapphire. The careful study of the mirror plot 1d
5 f (V) ~obtained after the ejection of the metallic sphe!
has led to an approximate quantity of trapped charges, in
insulator, in the range of 200 pC. As described in some p
vious studies, when the mirror is destabilized by a too h
accelerating potential, some remaining charges have b
observed, located on a circle whose diameter correspond
the one of the plane part of the metallic sphere~notedd in
Fig. 2!. This fact suggests that the injection has prefer

FIG. 8. Mirror 1/d5 f (V) plot of the charges injected in the dielectric plan
Comparison between experimental and calculated values, in a mod
multipole approximation, for different geometries of the charge implan
tion.
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tially been effective at the metal–dielectric contact ar
where the curvature radius of the junction was the small

For verifying the preceding idea, the evolution of th
curved part of the mirror plot has been interpreted in a mo
of multipole approximation.12 The curved part has been mo
eled with two different distribution geometries of the trapp
charges. The first one is an empty cylinder of internal dia
eterR, height aboutdt'1 mm ~cf. remarks on thedt value in
Sec. III A! and thickness e'dt'1 mm, too ~external
diameter5R1e). This geometry represents an injection on
from the surrounding plane part of the sphere. The sec
geometry of the implanted charges in the insulator is a s
cylinder of diameterR and heightdt , corresponding to the
injection from the total junction area. Attardet al.24 have
calculated the quadrupole contribution to the potential t
can be writtenV}@Q/r 2bQR0

2# for a charge distribution
with a cylindrical symmetry.Q is the total charge,R0 is the
radius of the charge distribution,r is relative to the center o
charges:r 25x21z2 andb is a parameter depending on th
distribution shape. They have deduced an expression o
mirror plot: 1/d }@V/AQ22bR0

2#, we have found b
5 1/12 (62 dt

2/R2) for a solid cylinder of radiusR and
heightdt . In the case of an empty cylinder, we have calc
lated b511 e/R21/12dt

2/R2 1 e2/2R2 . In our case,R is
in the range of millimeter ande is in the order of microme-
ter, like dt , so thatb'1. Figure 8 shows that the empt
cylinder geometry fit better with the experimental curv
confirming that the injection in the insulator has been loca
in the circumference of the contact area.

C. Proposed mechanism for high amount of injected
charges in the metallic sphere

Because of the previous experimental observations
mechanism of charge transfer could be proposed in the
of a high amount of injected charges in the sphere. F
charges are injected in the metallic sphere only, the sur
potential of the sphere increases following the linear la
Qi5C Vls . When the surface potential reaches a value s
ficient to initiate the breakdown of the surrounding mediu
the totality of the charges already present in the meta
sphere are ejected through an electron emission in the ch
ber and a small injection in the dielectric. This injection
favored by the point effect at the metal–dielectric junctio
Clearly, the field emission takes a preferable place at
circumference of the part plane of the metallic sphere.

The situation is now the following:~i! the sphere has los
the majority of the previous injected charges notedQreemitted,
the experimental value ofQreemittedcorresponds toQreemitted

5Qlimit55890 pC for sapphire, leading to a maximum ele
tric field value in the range of 10 MV/m~cf. Sec. IV A 1!. ~ii !
Some charges have been implanted in the dielectric, they
be noted Qtrapped and their amount is aroundQtrapped

5200 pC. It is difficult to evaluate the number of electro
per unit area, because of the uncertainty about the locatio
their injection~cf. Sec. IV B 2!. For instance, considering th
empty cylinder hypothesis, that would represent roug
about 1017 e/m2. ~iii ! The charges issued from the contin
Downloaded 18 Apr 2007 to 156.18.32.245. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ation of the injection are injected once again in the meta
sphere only.

For part 3 of the curve linking the surface potential a
the total injected charges, the surface potential follows
electrostatic Eqs.~3! and ~4!, with Qi5Qtotal2Qreemitted. As
shown in Fig. 3, the analytical calculation, issued from t
precedent reasoning, correctly fits the experimental valu
The differences between estimation and experiments co
be related to the random part of the amount of reemit
charges.

In the same manner, for part 3 of Fig. 6, the limit ang
a has been well fitted for an electrostatic force obtain by E
~2! with Qi5Qtotal2Qreemitted, if the contribution of the im-
planted charges in the dielectric is neglected or by Eq.~4!
with Qi5Qtotal2Qreemitted5Qtotal25890 pC and Qtrapped

5200 pC.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the previous sections, qualitative and quantitative
sults have been given concerning the phenomenon occu
when a charged object is put in contact with an insulat
material. From the fundamental point of view, the interacti
mechanisms can be analyzed in three stages.

~1! For a low charged object, i.e., having a low surface p
tential, no charge transfer is observed between the
bodies: Electric charges remain in the charged obje
For instance, in our steel–sapphire system, these lim
are, respectively, a charge inferior to 2500 pC and a s
face potential inferior to 4.5 keV.

~2! Beyond these limit conditions, breakdown might appe
but presents an uncertain feature. It may occur when
potential and the electric field are sufficient to induce
breakdown, starting from favorable sites~for example,
microasperities! or induced by circumstances~inad-
equate surface decontamination, etc.!.25 Then, the
charges present in the object suddenly spread out in
surrounding space.

~3! Beyond a critical quantity of charges (Qi>6000 pC) in
our experiments!, the breakdown appears systematica
This breakdown is not only characterized, as previou
described, by a release of charges, but also by a tran
and trapping of charges into the insulating material. T
trapping, as proven by the mirror effect, corresponds t
stable and deep space charge~about 200 pC in our case!
located in the bulk, under the object/material interfa
The effect of the injection mode of charges~speed, step
by step, etc.! on the breakdown initiation is in progres
because it seems to be a determinant parameter.

From the technological point of view:

~1! An electrostatic adhesion between the two bodies in c
tact is obvious and can induce triboelectrificatio
effects.6

~2! Uncontrolled breakdown causes a high electric fie
which favors damaging of systems, for example, el
tronic systems, present in the surrounding impact zo

~3! The transfer of electric charges into the insulating ma
rial creates a space charge which can change the su
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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properties~surface energy, adhesion, friction coefficien
wetability, etc.!,6,26 the bulk properties ~toughness,
breakdown resistance, etc.!,26–28 and their release is a
determining factor for the aging of insulating materia
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APPENDIX A

The analytical calculation of the surface potential of t
metallic sphere can be found in Durand’s book in the cas
a metallic plane.17 In our case of an insulator plane and
contact between the sphere and the plane, the positions o
image charges remain the same, however, a coefficienA
5(e r21)/(e r11) has to be introduced because of t
dielectric–vacuum interface.

In this first appendix, the following system is consi
ered: A metallic sphere, containing an electrical chargeQi

and lying on a dielectric plane~dielectric constante r) (Qi

5Qtotal), but containing no charge. We have adapted B
chetta’s formalism to our problem.19 The field in a vacuum
and so the value of the potential of the metallic sphere,
be seen as created by a double series of chargesqi in the
sphere andqi8 in the dielectric. The values and positions
the charges are defined by the recurrence relations:

5
qi 115Aiq1

1

i 11
, i .0,

qi852Aiq1

1

i
, i .0,

D i 115
i

i 11
R, i .0,

~6!

whereR is the radius of the sphere,D i is the distance of the
chargeqi to the center of the sphere. The chargeqi8 is sym-
metrical toqi in relation with the interfacial plane.

Because of the experimental conditions, it has been s
posed that the injected chargeQi in the sphere was known
and the potential was unknown. So, by writingQi

5( i>1qi , it comes:q152A/ ln(12A) Qi .
The potential of the sphere has been evaluated in

center:

Vs5(
i 51

`
qi

4pe0~R2D i !
52

1

4pe0R

A

ln~12A!
Qi . ~7!

The electrostatic force undergone by the sphere is assu
to be the sum of the elementary Coulombian forces betw
two single-point charges, one situated in the sphere, the
ond in the dielectric.
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F5
1

4pe0
(

i
(

j

qiqj8

~2R2D i2D j !
2

5
1

4pe0R2 S A

ln~12A! D
2

Qi
2Ke , ~8!

whereKe5( i( jA
( i 1 j )21 i j /( i 1 j )2 . The constantKe can be

evaluated numerically because of the rapid convergenc
the double infinite sums.

APPENDIX B

In this second appendix, the following system is cons
ered: a metallic sphere~radius R), containing an electrica
chargeQi5Qtotal2Qreemitted and lying on a dielectric plane
~dielectric constante r) but containing a trapped chargeQt .
As specified in Sec. III A, the chargeQt implanted in the
insulator was supposed to be a single-point one and to
placed at a distancedt under the center of the contact are

The principle of the calculation is the same as in t
previous appendix. A first double series of chargesqi in the
sphere andqi8 in the dielectric is considered to evaluate t
effect of the chargeQi located in the sphere. The chargesqi

and qi8 and their respective positionsD i are defined by the
previous recurrence relation~6! except for the value ofq1 .

A second double series of chargeqi8
d in the dielectric

andqi
d in the sphere is used to calculate the field and pot

tial due to the implanted charge in the dielectricQt . If the
point chargeQt is situated at a distanceR1dt vertically to
the center of the sphere, the values and positionsD i

d of the
chargesqi8

d andqi
d are defined by the following recurrenc

relations:

5
qi 11

d 5Aiq1
d ~R1dt!

@~ i 11!R1dt#
, i .0,

qi8
d52Aiq1

d ~R1dt!

@ iR1dt#
, i .0,

D i 11
d 5

R~ iR1dt!

@~ i 11!R1dt#
, i .0,

~9!

with q1
d52/e r11 Qt . In this case, the value ofq1 is defined

by the relation:Qi5( i>1qi1( i>1qi
d . In the approximation

dt!R, the potential value of the sphere~evaluated in its
center!:

Vs5(
i 51

`
qi

4pe0~R2D i !
1(

i 51

` qi
d

4pe0~R2D i
d!

52
1

4pe0R F 2A

ln~12A!
Qi1

2

e r11
QtG . ~10!

The electrostatic force undergone by the sphere is assu
to be the sum of the elementary Coulombian forces betw
two single-point charges, one situated in the sphere, the
ond in the dielectric.
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F5
1

4pe0
(

i
(

j

qiqj8

~2R2D i2D j !
2

1
1

4pe0
(

i
(

j

qi
dqj8

~2R2D i2D j !
2

1
1

4pe0
(

i
(

j

qiqj8
d

~2R2D i2D j !
2

1
1

4pe0
(

i
(

j

qi
dqj8

d

~2R2D i2D j !
2 .

For dt!R, it comes:

F5
1

4pe0R2 F S A

ln~12A! D
2

Qi
2Ke2

2

e r11
QiQtG , ~11!

whereKe5( i( jA
( i 1 j )21 i j /( i 1 j )2, as in Appendix A.
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